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I'ts already morning when I close my eyes
'Cause too much was on my mind
Finally falling high

I'm flying around with endless reasons
But nothing makes much sense
Suddenly all my time
Is taken and wasted again

It's easy for me to separate
But harder to watch it fall away
I'ts better to keep on moving

So much for the real thing
So much for the wings I thought I had
Is such a waste to keep waiting
When so much in life is so easy to find
If it breaks away
I get stronger everytime

Now I'm only moving in slow motion
'Cause I was stuck in rewind
Trying to fade to white

The patterns of waking make it clearer
I'm floating down from the sky
I found a way to break the cycle
But it's taken and wasted again

It's easy for me to sepparate
But harder to watch it fall away
It's better to keep on moving

So much for the real thing
So much for the wings I thought I had
Is such a waste to keep waiting
When so much in life is so easy to find
If it breaks away I get stronger everytimestronger
everytime

It's so hard for me to walk away
And harder to keep on moving
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So much for the real thing
So much for the wings I thought I had
Is such a waste to keep waiting
When so much in life is so easy to find
When so much in life is so hard to get by
If it breaks away you get stronger everytime
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